
Easily document all aspects of your
residential floor plan and electrical layout

Power & Structured Circuit Design

Smart Block Templates

Library of Over 200 Symbols

Import PDF floor plans

Add and manage multiple circuits including lighting 
and power circuits, audio, video, telephone, security 
and much more.

Insert pre-designed legends, forms, calculation 
sheets and more that can be inserted into your 
project and then quickly edited after inserting.

Select from various categories of over 200 symbols 
to help you complete your wiring projects.

Import existing PDF files onto your project 
background which allows user to easily add 
electrical over the top of an existing floor plan.

The Residential Wire Pro allows you to design detailed floor plans while giving you a powerful yet easy 
way to manage and keep track of multiple circuit layouts for all aspects of modern residential wiring. 
Built into the Residential Wire Pro is an extensive symbol library which provides quick access to pre-
designed objects that make your designing experience fast and easy. 

Quickly layout a floor plan with walls, windows and doors, create graphic objects, add and edit pre 
designed legends and more. Export finished projects to PDF or images for easy file sharing.

Inventory, Reports and Estimation

Export to Popular File Formats

Attach inventory items to symbols, create reports to 
display inventory item amounts, cost and labor for 
estimating and invoicing. 

Export your project to various file types such as 
PDF,  JPG and more.

PDF
Now Supporting 



The Residential Wire Pro can help you provide 
your customers with detailed floor plan, wiring 

and circuit documentation!

Create and Edit Graphic Objects
and Smart Blocks

Smart Blocks

Graphic Objects 

Insert pre-designed smart blocks which include legends, 
panel labels, forms and more. Edit the content and 
change logos and graphics then re-save as your own 
design for future use. Easily change text, then scale and 
fit the smart block on your project.

Choose from a library of various graphic 
objects to use in your project such as 
compasses, arrows, furniture, landscaping 
objects and more to help add to your 
project. You can even create your own by 
using drawing tools and then saving your 
object as a graphic object which can be 
imported to any project.

Create floor plans from scratch 
using symbols for walls windows 
and doors which can be locked 
into place. Keep track of circuits 
and wires by adding symbols to 
different layers which can be color 
coated or have wires hidden for 
specific printing possibilities. 
Include documentation such as 
grounding, detailed circuit 
information and more directly into 
your project. 

A complete set of drawing tools 
are also included which allows you 
to create custom detailed objects 
to enhance your projects.

The Residential Wire Pro allows you to provide your customers with detailed circuit prints, 
documentation and more. Document all residential wiring that you do for your customers. The Wire Pro 
makes it easy to share your files by allowing you to export your projects to PDF and popular image file 

formats such as jpg.

The Wire Pro has the tools you need to get professional results!



System Requirements:

Pentium 400MHz or greater, 150MB Hard Drive space, CD-ROM Drive,
Minimum screen resolution of 1024x768 or greater, Windows 10, 8, 7, 
Vista, XP

Manage inventory items in a 
database and generate reports for 

bids and invoicing or inventory lists.

Add inventory items to symbols in your project. Manage, create and edit inventory items in the 
inventory manager, create quick bid reports with custom page headers. Generate itemized or simplified 
reports that reflect tax and retail cost percentages which provide a variety of options for providing your 

customers with invoices or bids.

Download a FREE 60-day trial at www.cmhsoftware.com

Import a PDF file onto a background 
layer to add electrical over the top of a 
pre-designed floor plan.

A new scale calculation tool allows you to 
determine project scale based on a 
measurement if displayed in your PDF 
file so you can trace over existing walls if 
you want to convert the PDF file into a 
full Wire Pro floor plan.

Many features work together to offer solutions for 
creating a clean, professional electrical diagram.

Be sure to check out our how to videos on our website as well.
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